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OBER
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A girl came into the El Burro office
n.st month gnawing a hand-carved ankh
strung about her neck on a thong. Then
Ray's mother came up saying he had paid,
but he had lost his receipt, and could he
still get it. Who,..Ray was, I don't know.
All I know is that Ray's mother needs
to be put in a rubb~r room. She almost
s I i p p e d into a "straitjacket way" because I couldn't help her. What kind of
people wear ankhs around their necks?
And what kind of people come up and
get it for Ray when Ray could have gotten it himself? I prefer people who wear
ankhs. It gives them something to gnaw
on. Which keeps them out of rubber
rooms.
All this is an indirect way to work into
a discussion about this "No" issue of El
Burro. It is common around this time in
the El Burro publication year to print a
"Rush Issue" or a "Lotsa Funnzies" issue, or other such perfectly good diversionary issues. I picked the "No" ideal am responsible; I hope the readers of
El Burro understand that all this downputting is directed at propagating the big
"Yes" humanity seeks to evade. Enough
people said no to enough other people
to effect the recent Bomb test-ban. Those
oft-ridiculed people carrying negative
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HOWARD

SIGMAN WHITE

banners have been good enough to save
my sex cells from possible biological
scrambling. And that impresses me. I'm
very fond of my sex cells. This is the
point! Perhaps enough of those dirty old
"beatniks" and "rabble-rousers" around
the world will say no enough times to
effect the end of bigger, better Titan
construction. Then we could all run like
hell to the nearest starving Hindu and
feed him. Of course, a lot of people
would lose their jobs ....
The above statements are nice, homey
philosophy, but not, I think, inhuman.
Take a leisurely stroll behind the College
someday toward the border and look at
the huts clumped on the hills around
Juarez. All the aspiring folksong-types in
this Great Southwest have managed to
miss the opportunity to compose a really
hot-dang, golly-gosh song about this particular and immediate bit of pain and
squalor. "And it's one more chorus of the
Smothering Brothers singing bits of ethnic stupidity ... "
Read the s tori e s by Doris Ober.
("Rain" ; "Scotch- Thump- and Baby
Alligators") They are worth your effort.
Doris manages to bring two conditions
of misery into careful perspective to produce the best fiction printed in El Burro

CLIVE COCHRAN

in my three years on the staff.
Clive Cochran, the new art editor, is ;
talented cartoonist. That is, he manage
to transcend the realm of ordinary funny
character drawing and move into tha
strange area endeavor which I call
s o m e w h a t apprehensively, "seriou
humor."
The assistant editor, Howard White
joins the staff actively for the first tim
in this issue. His singing ability and di
rect knowledge of goings on on the folk
scene make him a suitable author for '
new feature on folkmusic. Howard is als<
a poet whose work is rarely rejected du<
to my weakness for fine writing.

There are no jokes in this issue, main!:
because they are, I think, useless spao
fillers that can be replaced by studen
writing. It seems that humor in a jok<
is gauged in relation to sex. I find mysel
tripping about in a panic at the edges o
the risque, fearing a fateful plunge int<
printing useless vulgarity. Everyone know
lots of dirty jokes. Ask your friends t<
tell you some. If you have no friends
come up to. the El Burro office. I kno"
a few goodies I learned on my grand
mother's knee.
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be a source of great enjoyment when one
understands their sources and the conditions under which they first came to be
sung.
Since most protest songs are written
for a particular issue and are not expected
to embody any lasting sentiment, many of
them are written to standard folk tunes.
Often, near parodies result, as in this
Southern picket-line song. Try singing it
to the tune of "We Shall Not be Moved."
Berker is a stinker,
He should be removed;
Berker is a stinker,
He should be removed;
Just like a fly that's sticking in the
butter,
He should be removed.
For obvious reasons, such a song is not
hard to learn. A striking group of laborers or a mass of demonstrators can pick
up the words and tune in no time at· all.
This, of course, is the protest song's most·
potent characteristic. W h e n a milling
group of protesters starts singing a song
together, they ~e.ase to be merely an unorganized and angry mob and become an
angry mob with a single purpose. They
become united in a common effort.
And by making their grievances known
to the opposition, the singing protesters
may be able to ·bridge the gap of misunderstanding and animosity between the
disagreeing parties.

Among the most outstanding protest
songs are those which have to do with
the labor movement. A few that come to
mind are "Drill, Ye Tarriers, Drill,"
"The Workingman's Train," "Pat Works
on the Railway," "Roll the Union On,"
and an interestingly brief song that was
sung during the disputes between the CIO
and Henry Ford.
Go tell young Henry,
Go tell young Henry,
Go tell young Henry,
The Old Ford system's dead.
The tune, of course, is "Go Tell Aunt
Rhody." Not infrequently the fury in a
protest song is hidden behind enough
simple ridicule to affect one's sense of
humor. If it is possible to get many people laughing at the person or persons
who are causing the trouble, a lot has
already been accomplished.
There is a large body of the protest
music, however, in which humor is rare.
As a whole, the songs of the Negro people
are the saddest songs in the world. Every
now and then, examples of musical joking or horsing around can be located.
But, as often as not, it is of the sort that
puts one in mind of that old blues line,
"Lord, I'm a-laughin' just to keep from
cryin'." It's not easy to mix comedy with
tragedy, though.
One outstanding characteristic in nearly
all Negro freedom songs is the great pre-

ponderance of future- tense verbs. It's
about time for a change, it seems. When
will it be possible to sing "We have
overcome," or "We did walk that road
that we walked long before"?
Even so brief a discussion of topical
songs as this would not be complete
without some mention of those composers
whose works were good enough to cause
their names to be remembered. In his
excellent book, American Folksongs of
Protest, John Greenway mentions Ella
May Wiggins, Aunt Molly Jackson, Joe
Glazer, and the master of them all,
Woodie Guthrie. Alan Lomax had called
Guthrie "The best 'folk ballad composer
whose identity has ever been known,"
and with good reason:-To try to mention
a few of his best effo}ts would be futile.
All of them are better than every other
one, believe it or not. A few of his better
known ones are "This Land," "Roll On,
Columbia," "Pastures of Pfe~ty," "So
Long, --It's Been Good to Know You,"
"Great Philadelphia Lawyer,·: ·, ' P 1 an e
Wreck. at Los Gatos," and "Pretty Boy
Floyd." There are at least five-hundred
more, though, that nobody big has recorded recently. Don't worry, The Trio
will ge to them soon enough.
It is doubtful that Woodie Guthrie will
ever again put any more words and music
together, though it is hard to believe
that such a spirit as his will ever really

/
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His arms hang from his s h i r t
sleeves like dangers from a bell.
-It bothers me, although I know
it's just a dream. I'm in a speeding car with someone I don't know,
but I know for sure that we're going somewhere-we have a destination. It seems that we can't go
where we want to, we can't seem
to drive in the right direction. No
one actually stops us, there's just
detour signs and road blocks of
some sort. The faster we go, the
more signs there are and we just
keep on driving and driving. Just
as we're about to turn down the
street that we want to, another
"d e t our s1gn appears an d ... He looked up and seemed to wonder at the presence of others.Must be some sort of psycho stuff
or something, he half-laughed and
then-It's sort of like "the man
who wasn't there." You know, he
to I d the questioning faces, the
jingle:
II

•

As I was going down the stairs,
I met a man . who wasn't there.
I met him th~re again today,
I wish, I wish he'd go away.
It's not actually anything, it just
bothers me.. He left them with
"back to the old grind" or some
such euphemism that he thought
they expected him to say. And
they probably did.
Detour signs. The no-ism that
infects ·young people and usually
erupts in a rash of ban-the-bomb
or civil r i g h t s demonstrations.
"Avoid touchy subjects" or "that's
not the thing to do." "Don't think
that because you are acting different that you r.e-ally . ARE different," they tell youth. "Yo:u're just
being exhibitionists." It's popular
to' be beat and that ·means rebelling against organized · so.cietY·
Nothing,· after all·, Js- wrong ·with
organizations. The Ku Klux Klan or

•.,

the B I a c k Muslims or the Cosa
Nostra or Murder Inc. are all products of organized society. So are
prefabricated houses, prefabricated families, and prefabricated
thoughts. Read the books on the
best-seller lists, visit "guided" art
museums, go on world tours. Drink
Coca-Cola, go first class, live better electrically, die-no one will
miss you. There are too many
"You's" for one less you to make
any difference. Never attempt to
look at God from a different viewpoint; paint, write, think of Him
as all others do. A different painting, a beat poem might change
Him into a Person that you won't
be able to recognize because you
never bothered to know Him anyhow. And nev~r, under any circumstances, let p..eople change
things as they ate. What's good
enough for him is good enough for
you. Round and round you go and
when you fall off, don't. look for
help-there ain't any. Everyone is
on the merty-go-ro~nd · up there
over your head. See all the bright,
shiny faces. See all the· painted
smiles and the rest of the clowns.
· Like children on a f e r r is wheel.
Frozen with fright and gripping
the seat with cold, sweaty hands,
but smiling and trying to look hapPY because Mommy is down there
and she thinks you're having a
good time. Wave as you go by,
children, but never, never get off.
You might just find something -totally new anc:L the world will never
be the same.
A rebellion does not exist, ' but
what is worse is the disillusionment
that does. The world's future lies
in the hands of the young, and their
hands are tied behind their backs
by a society that refuses to give
any responsibilities to willing persons because of their age. It's a
play-like world in which these people live. Play-like you understand,
(Continued on Page 45)
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The Oval Ogres
Cartoon art by Clive Cochran
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.A MEASURE OF TIME
It is easier to .see him now.
Two thousand miles and many months distant
Is so much closer than the length of a room
Or the width of a bed
When time pretends to be forever.
-DORIS

A.
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AMONG THE BRAWL

I

flung somewhere, thither, hither,
whither,
among the brawl, the daylight crowd that packs the township park,·
i am incensed, i dash spittle to the populace,·
oh, they come ceaselessly, rowing small boats upon blue lakes,
feeding swans, and building tabernacles,
growing carbuncles, flaying flogging,
haplessly, i tell you,
heartlessly, i tell you,
heartlessly,
and sometimes they are deadly,
but don't know the extent of their death,
a!ld feed instead on cotton candy.
mother runs fat fingers across child's well-combed hair:
she loves him so and feeds him minute oat meal
and somewhere, alone, child whimpers haplessly,
child child
what more or less, the sum and purpose,
the epigrams of high priests,
the daydreams of the neighbor-daughter,
five years old and long-deflowered
by thoughts of father, middle-aged and undersexed.
but true to form and less than more
the hubbub rouses sanities and followings,
mass cqstrations,
tearful mournings for the son kilt by tha gooks
-all pleasures these, like liverwurst and beer . ..
but i am led on, saying more and less,
the time to come, alleluyas,
symphonies and poems-the people that don't starve don't live
i think, to say the least, at least,·
and poppycock and buttermilk and
Freude schoner Goterfunken,
Tochter aus Elysium!
Alle Mens chen werden Bruder,
rumbadumbarattattatum
-WILLIAM KLEY
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"Did you bring anything?"
"No; it's a bad night-raining."
"Look, we gotta eat. The rain don't
stop that."
damn it, Ma, it's raining; there's
just nobody out tonight."
"It ain't raining in the bars is it?
What am I supposed to do about food?
We count on you Les ; you gotta bring
the money. It ain't a sin if you do it for
food."
"Oh, Jesus, Ma, will you leave me
alone. It's raining. It's cold and raining."
"You think it's fun for me? Yeah, I
love the sound of that brat always crying. Oh. yeah, it's great sitting in this rat
hole listening to that brat screaming for
food. It's real comfortable for me. It's
real nice here. I just love it. And what
the hell if there's no food? Girl's got to
watch her figure."
Her mother's comment was accompanied by a frozen chuckle, and a pat of
her baby-bloated stomach. Leslie turned
away. "Jesus, 1 eave me alone." She
crossed the cramped room, a kitchen
whose function had been almost forgotten, and fell onto the cot near the refrigerator. She was sixteen; a skinny, old
woman-child. She was extremely plain;
all prettiness that exists on the inside of
young girls had been gnawed away by
necessity in this one, and had left her
with only a small bit of Self hidden in
her very large eyes. Her hair was long
straggles of brown around a sallow complexion, and her small-boned body was
clothed in a dress of her mother's former
profession.
"That's fine, just fine. Little Miss Sunshine herself. You come in from a day
of doing God knows what, you throw us
a 'Jesus, leave me alone,' and then you
go to bed. We supposed to eat that 'leave
me alone' bit? We supposed to tuck you
damn tired."
in? You must be really
'\Shut up."
"Crap."
The girl got up from the cot and
started toward the bedroom that she and
her mother and brother shared. At the
door she turned to face her mother. "I
was embarrased to wear this dress. It's
too big, and the color is terrible."
"Are you nuts? I think you're nuts.
Jesus Christ! I can't believe it. Well,
dear, I'm sorry. I'll run tight out and
buy you fopr or five different dresses
right now. And while I'.m gone, there's
one~ potato left; you see· to dinner." .

The door slammed shut, the little boy
began to wail, and Leslie stepped into
the dark room and closed her door. It
was a box. A box that held an old ironposted bed, a mattress on the floor, a
dresser, and a sink. She knelt beside the
mattress and, lifting the lower corner,
picked up a small chipped mirror. Slipping the glass into the pocket of her
mother's dress, she came out again into
the kitchen.
"We're going to play a game, Boo.
But you have to stop crying . ... Good,
Now. You count to ten, and then you
go into the bedroom and lie down on the
bed, and don't talk or anything until I
call you. OK? 'Member how I showed
you to count? One, two, three .... "
. "One, two, three, four, five, seven,
eight, nine, ten."
"Very good. Now go in the bedroom."
She stood for a minute, stiff and alone
in the quiet; and then her shoulders
slumped. She b;nt to salvage the remaining potato, under the sink, and ran cold
water over the rough brown skin, watching the pock-marked sockets fill and run
over the spud like tears over cheeks. On
the window ledge over the sink she felt
for the paring knife, and began to. peel
the potato. She swept her hair away from
bet · eyes, and unwound from the food a
single curl of meaty paper. After dropping it in the sink she reached up for an
old and bruised pot which hung from a
nail on the wall. She sliced the potato,
filled the pot with a little water, and
walked to the stove. Automatically she
turned on the gas, and looked for the
flame that hadn't lit without help for
months. She reached tiredly for a match.
"Lessie ?"
"I didn't call you yet.''
"But I don't wanna play this any ... "
''You just be quiet. Here take the
potato peel, and don't bother me . again
till I call yo~ or I'll get mad."
Leslie dragged a chair over to the stove, .
and sat down so that ·the light fro~ the
window was full on her face, and took
out her mirror. The first days of the
mirror she had cried to see herself so
plain, but now she had become strangely
objective. Not only her appearance, but
her whole thoughts and real life seen
through the looking glass. There was
nothing of herself that was not examined,
· studied, made a part of her mirror. Life
was as real as her mirror saw it. From
(Continued on Page 42)
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that it isn't like that at all, that any two · ment there is,: and you don't hav; to do
people could get along just fine, could
anything back ... " He •paused again,
live together all their life with no sweat
hopefully waiting. She spoke very slowly
if they just worked at it. But what if that
and carefully, it seemed to him. And as
isn't the way it's supposed to be at all?
shee spoke, he died a little.
There's only that one person, say, well
"I ... I . . . Well, I don't think you
need to worry that . . . I mean, what you
what are the chances that you'll ever meet
said about the person being jittery." Now
that one person? Maybe you just happen
he knew. If she felt anything for him,
to pass her on the street, come that close,
she would have said it first. He interand then not ever even see her again. Or
rupted her;
maybe that one person, the only one you
could ever love, just happens to get killed
"What I meant was I know you don't
by a train the day before'you would have
feel towards me anything like what I feel
met· her. What about that? But the worst
towards you," he said quickly. "I had to
thing of all, the thing that's really been
tell you now because I'm going to be here
bothering me lately, what if you
meet
for such a short time and all. But I want
her, and get to know her, and then, beto make sure you understand. And I
cause of one little mistake, some little
would like very much to keep in touch
slip, the two of you don't communicate
with you, to be friends, at least. No, I
well one time, and she doesn't realize
didn't' mean 'at least.' A friendship is a
that you are the only person she will ever
very big thing ... " He had to stop to
find that she could love. And she goes
catch his breath. His head felt very cold
and light.
off, just because of that one misunderstanding, and the both of you end up just ·
"God, I'm glad you said that, about
wandering around for the rest of your
being friends," she said. He looked at
lives." He· paused a minute, thinking that
her eyes and saw a lot of things.
she might say ~omething that would let
"Thank you," he said. "Thank you."
him know she followed what he said. But
His body felt so unsteady, all of a sudden.
she said nothing.
He staggered, and she caught his arm.
.:'Something else I .been thinking about.
·"Come on, let's go back," she said.
Kerouac said it in his Mexico City Blues.
When he awoke the next afternoon, he
And it's really true. He said something
was alone in the apartment. He showered
like 'Be sure to tell them you love them
and dressed and went out for a walk. He
which you do.' It's .a funny way to say it,
wanted to take one more look at the town
but it's clear eno'Ugh, I guess, and it's
before he left. After going down to the
something I've remembered a long time.
beach, he started walking toward the large
And so, just in case you never suspected
pier he could see to the south.
it or something like that, I just wanted
to tell you that I love you." He felt
There was now no doubt but that he
should
leave as soon as possible. In spite
strangely out of breath, but he knew that
of
her
reassurances,
he knew his presence
it would ruin everything unless he finWhen
would
make
her
uncomfortable.
ished. "I love you because of too many
one is loved by another, certain inexplicthings to say what they all are. You seem
able obligations somehow limit one's acto agree with my image of the one person
tions around the other person. At first it
I might be able to get along with for a
isn't too bad, but eventually one begins
whole lifetine. That's an awful long time,
to feel some guilt for the simple fact that
you know. It'd be taking too big a chance
he is not returning the proferred.affection.
not to tell you this, you know what I
And with the guilt comes resentment. He
mean? Because just maybe you never
knew these things well enough to know
thought of it, that I might love you, and
that he should leave.
maybe we would never understand each
He was yet halfway to the pier when
other because of me not telling you. I
he realized that it would be long walk.
know I might have screwed everything
He started back. His steps gradually
up by telling it to you like this, and I
slowed until they were paced to the
wanted to tell you when I was sober, but
rhythm of his thoughts. He was rationI don't think I ever would have done it. I
alizing, maliciously and desperately. What
know some people can't bear the thought
did he expect from a girl as beautiful as
that somebody loves them. For some
she? What with the big formula that the
reason, it seems to make them all uneasy
and jittery. I don't know why. To have
society· had caused to grow up around

do
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male-fel]Jale ,relationships, how could he
have e;pected anything from her but rejection? These questions did.n't in the
least ~ake him ·feel better,..but they did
make it .possible for. liim to continue taking one .. br~ath after anoth~r, one step
after the next .
·. '
It was ·growing aark. He reached the
alley and started up it, eyes downcast. He
would go in and get his stuff and say
good-bye and leave. He wopld find an
ad in a paper for riders going east and
return to El Paso. Something about this
plan was wrong, something was unsatisfactory. But he could not locate the exact
point at which the plan fell through.
He was nearly to the apartment when
he noticed someone walking ahead of
him. He only got one good look at the
guy. He was a tall, slim, bronzed boy
with bleached hair. Shannon watched as
the boy turned into a door at the end of
the alley. It was a door beneath a garage
apartment. Several things totaled up in
his mind. He turned and walked back
down the alley and circled around the
block to the little park opposite the upper
end of the alley. He lay down underneath
a clump of bushes and stared up at the
window above the garage .
A&out an hour later, the light went out
in the apartment. It was another hour or
so before the light came back on. Greg
left soon afterwards. Shannon lay still
beneath the bushes, waiting. Finally the
light went off a second time. He waited
until he was sure she was asleep, crossed
to the alley, opened the door as quietly
as he could, and climbed the stairs slowly, a step at a time. She did not stir as he
gathered together the few things that he
had taken out of his duffel bag. He wrote
a short note of thanks and stole back into
the night.
He paused for a minute beneath her
window, staring at the black space just
below the shade. To his mind came a
jumbled image of blond wave riders and
girls with beautiful faces and beaches of
clean white sand. The picture blurred.
Then for a moment, he found himself
thinking of the lemmings, the light-haired
artie rodents that periodically stampeded
into the sea to commit mass suicide. He
looked to the west, in the direction of the
now-invisible ocean, and whispered something into the night air. Then he turned,
shouldered his duffel bag, and picked up
his typewriter case.

"Empty, empty, empty .... " Julie tapped an ice cube
m her glass and placed it carefully on the small table in
front of the couch. She stood up slowly, pushing her body
forward, placing her hands against the edge of her seat,
and concentratedly rising. The exertion had wiped from her
mind the purpose of changing position, and she collapsed,
giggling, into the cushions, letting her hair fall in rich
bands over her face.
"Can't see what I'm doing." she mumbled, pushing her
hair back and reaching over the arm of the sofa to turn on
the light. Her eyes were tight shut against the sudden glare,
and when she opened them finally, to see the Sunday Times
spread over her roommate's piano bench and onto the floor,
and the empty glass on the tiled coffee table, and the cards
hastily left on the floor next to large homely ashtray filled
with butts and one ashy peach pit, she laughed in mock
joy, "Nothing! I'm not doing nothing ... anything. Not
doing anything .... That's no way . . . gotta do things.
Gatta make a list of things to do. Gatta get some paper,"
she slid off the couch to the rug, and crawled the short
distance to the newspaper, "and a pencil."
She looked between the pages for a pencil, and sitting
back, rattled the paper above her head. "Pencil, pencil,
who's got the pencil?" She giggled, and then screamed with
all her pent up hysteria, sweeping the r~-st: of the Times
from the bench, rr
damn it-where' s ~ pencil."
Almost immediately she heard the dull thump, thump
of Mrs. Goldenberg's stubby broom handle right above her
head.
rry ou damn bitch-thu_rpp-you lay with your-thumpear on the floor? You filty-thump"-bitch; a_perJon can't
be in private- ! can't have- thump-one
damned
night alone without your-thump-filthy noise . : .. Oh,
shut up-thump-please, please, please shut up Mrs. Goldenberg?"

Julie sat with her forehead resting on the floor between
her legs. Her- question was punctuated with silence by Mrs.
Goldenberg on the floor above, and Julie slowly raised her
head and -looked with surprise at the ceiling, mute and in
one piece.
She sighed a dry sob and with the help of the piano
bench pulled herself to her feet. "Oh, hell-1 need a
drink." She wobbled over"'"to her glass and picked it up.
Drinking the melted ice as she walked toward the kitchen,
she tripped over the ash tray, scattering the stale dregs of
a contented day ago on the rug. "Oh ... Gatta clean this
crap up. Gatta get a drink first. Gatta need a drink."
The kitchen was cluttered with more newspapers, Vogue
magazines, milk bottles, the ingredients of a manicure, and
hangers anticipating clothes to be ironed. Julie looked in
the sink for surviving ice cubes, then opened the freezer for
a fresh tray. When she had poured herself a full glass of
scotch, she returned to the living room and collected the
papers, heaping them in one corner of the couch. She picked
up the cards and piled them on the table, and then sat on
the floor in front of the spilled ash tray. She took a gulp
of ~er drink, coughed, and began to pick up cigarette butts.
.'
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RATHER THAN jUST SIT THERE
Rather than just sit there,
Talk to me of how wide
This world is, and how long
You will put up with it
Shut your eyes against the artificial light
Of sun, and t'ell m e the truth,
For you know it, you've said.
But keep your eyes closed
Lest you see here something false- A baby, or a dewy rose.
And tell m e once before I go
That I am the only
Beautiful thing you know
On earth~ and that you w ill surely die
When I finally bring myself to say goodbye.

-,-Dorus A.
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THE POSITIVE FLOW
Who are those liquid globules of
protest rising to the surface of time?
What are those misty vapors that
form on the horizon, those
droplet clouds in the distance?
T he·y are virgin snow m elts on clear stone,
not the whorey muds of indifference.
Th ey are dew drops on the purple passion flower,
not spittle on dead-wood-altar.
They are· the innocent tears of martyrdom,
not the sewer sweats of m obbing prejudice.
The)' are clear m ountain springs of freedom,
not the land-locked sludge pools of custom.
Th ey are the light bubbles of seafoam froth,
nGt the heavy residue of m elted flesh.
Y es,
They form the trickle that may stream, grow,
swell, flow, rush to a sea of sanity.
They shout NOW not NO to the
sleepy currents that ripple the
surface of the stagnant social waters.
-JANUSONS
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bysshe as in shelley
by william kley

Medford Bysshe as in Shelley climbed
the bleak stairs to his room, thinking
empty thoughts of stairs. He noticed in
pamful repetition the worn places central
in each wooden step; the splintered rail
three-fourths up; the shreds of a former
carpet lining the second floor, these tatters
that each day spelled in faded maroon a
new and always meaningless word.
The grotesque plod down the gray hallway; the worn brass key marked "YALE,';
which he always noticed in dread. The
key in the hole; the familiar "grrclk" of
the opening lock. And Medford Bysshe
entered the room, switching on the light,
and closing the door behind him.
Medford Bysshe as in Shelley Bysshe
of books and battered furniture; Bysshe
of absurd old prints; Bysshe of driftwood, stones, and cheap tin pots and
pans.
Medford Bysshe turned rubber-faced to
the mirror, affirming his presence to himself, wishing for a dream. He suddenly
stood erect, thinking in faint mental glints
of Medford Bysshe age thirty-three, of dull
brown hair and dull grey workman's
dress. He strutted dramatically around the
room, glancing at his pretentious walk in
the looking-glass.
Then, like a crazed bird Medford Bysshe flitted along the wall covered with
books. Here Baudelaire; a quick look at
"Correspondences" ; the r e Dos_toevsky,
which he only held and replaced. A
glance for Rimbaud. A second's l).onest
intention to read the Textbook on Z~n;
a switch to a puzzling work on -existentialism. Twenty titles sank into his roll-

ing brain.
Growing t i r e d, Medford Bysshe replaced the last book, walked to the pitiful
refrigerator and pulled the handle, feeling quiet revulsion at the slight suction
of the opening door. He stared at the
sparsely-placed food, cursed for having a
bulbless refrigerator and closed the box.
Across the room he went, falling upon
his bed, the midpoint between refrigerator and bookshelves. The fussy, cheap
bedspread met his uninterested eyes once
more, to add to countless times before;
the heavy hospital-type bedstead presented
itself for inspection.
"S-E-X," thought Medford Bysshe,
who built upon this starting point a
pleasurable fantasy. "Oh, oh, oh," said
Medford Bysshe, acting an unknown part
to himself. His energies for thought left
him and the fantasy turned into new
contemplation of the battered bed.
"The ceiling; the walls - one, two,
three, four; the floor, the door, the dingy
window," thought Bysshe without a purpose in his mind.
"This is it," he groaned, pretending
he was saying the most important line in
a drama.
"Medford Bysshe who has a room with
a ceiling, four walls, a door, a floor.
Medford Bysshe of books and refrigerator," Medford Bysshe of worn linoleum
and fussy bedspread whispered to the
imaginary audience.
"Cut!" cried the non-existent director
of the tragedy. entitled Medford. He escaped the scene by doing a . pseudo-ballet
to the, lavatory, where he put cool water

on his face. He returned to flop agai'n
on the flowered bedspread. Medford
Bysshe of boredom scratched his foot by
placing his long fo~efinger inside his shoe.
He removed the shoe after a satisfying
scratch and looked a( a foot covered by
an outlandish argyle sock. M e d f o r d
Bysshe thought to look at his bare foot,
and so he did, removing the sock by carefully rolling it dowrr to his toes. The tqes
were grotesquely bent. His amusement
was 6f short duration.
Medford Bysshe boiled water on the
burner with one foot bare. H~ grew annoyed at the interim from tap to boiling.
Removing the last bag from a box of
· green tea, he took his only cup and
poured the steaming water into it. He
dunked the bag into the overdecorated
cup. With a bold motion he drained the
hot liquid from the vessel. He felt that
perhaps he had done damage to his throat.
The pain was intense.
Again to the center of the room to the
shaky - table beside the bed, upon which
stood a half-burned Christmas candle. He
lit it with a large wooden match plucked
/
from out his breast pocket and struck
upon the wall.
In pretentious excitement : "Medford
Bysshe strikes a . match on the r o u g h
plaster wall!"
"Schopenhauer," thought Medford
Bysshe as in Shelley . . "Schopenhauer !"
cried Medford Bysshe to the four walls,
the ceiling and the floor . He crossed the
same eternal room, extracted Schopenhauer f r o m the carefully alphabetized
shelves, returned to the bed, read for five
minutes, grew bored and went to sleep.
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DISPATCHES FROM THE COSMOS
by jon uarleton
& joseph riuhards
The Greek tragedies are perhaps the most powerful
works in the realm of world literary achievements, yet, unfortunately, but a small number of these agregious masterpieces have endured the deteriorative passages of time. We
know, for example, that the Attic dramas, by form, were
constructed in trilogies-each part having a close mutual
relation with the other two and forming one theme-yet
the Oresteia of Aeschylus is the only complete such tripartite which has survived. We have a first hand indication,
however, that another complete trilogy may be available
within a short time.
Last summet we were visiting a friend in Athens and
doing background work on the origins of lyric drama.
During that time we had occasion to do some spelunking
in the sea caves near Megara. We spent the better part of
two days exploring the damp, labyrinthine passages without
finding even a faint trace of relics of the Golden Age.
Discouraged, we paid our guide and began the winding
journey back to Athens. The trip ·would have been a total
waste bad we not stopped in Mandra to investigate the
excitement of villagers near the small academy of arts. It
seems that ,.a · cave-in in one of the oiverns nearby had
revealed a iarge number of urns and other antiquated
artifacts and the representatives from the Athens museum
had just brought them into the city in padded glass cases.
Ther~ was some mention of manuscripts.
Back in Athens the newspapers were full of information concerning the discovery. The prevailing theory was
that some fearful playwriter and landowner had hidden
the papers and jars about the time of the Peloponnesian
War and had forgotten their location. The manuscripts
were to be placed· on display at the new Athens Cultural
Art Building and photostats were being sent to all the
major archeological institutions in the world. One of these
institutions was the American Museum of Archeological
History in Massachusetts. We wrote them for information
on the -new find immediately upon our return to New York
and had them send it to our address in El Paso. The information they have translated and pieced together is highly
impressive · and we have been granted permission to publish a portion of it in this column. In the meantime the
fragments are being further translated and may soon prove
-....
a.complete set. ' ·
The plays are tragedies in tpe great trad}tion of Sophocles and Aeschylus are rich in the fire and spirit of the
Greek ·people. "The central them~ is that cif the rise and
tragic fall of •Preboscis, king of.._ th~ small isle, Mucous---:
pronounced Mu-co-us , :T?,'e pas~ages we are concerned with
in this initial printing are in the second play,
'·•
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